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Abstract—The government initiative in the implementation of smart city 
concept is an effort in the management of a city. In the governance of a town, 
public service is one of the most important aspects. Improving public services 
requires public role because the society is the direct users of public services. 
One role of the community in improving public service is to provide infor-
mation or complaint to the government. However, the media where the public 
reports such information has yet been optimum. Therefore, the researcher as-
sumed that the public needs certain media as well as some support system 
where they can make complaints related to public service. The support system 
is in the form of e-complaint system installed on smartphones equipped with 
geotagging techniques to determine exactly where the complaint is made (loca-
tion) and geofencing method to determine which territory the complaint belongs 
to. In this study, the researcher explained the process of designing module for 
geotagging and geofencing-based e-complaint system. Several experiments 
were conducted to find out the accuracy of these techniques. With 94% accura-
cy, geofencing was a suitable technique to apply. In addition, geotagging tech-
niques using EXIF of a digital image was considered the most suitable tech-
nique for the e-complaint system rather than other geotagging techniques. 

Keywords—geotagging, geofencing. 

1 Introduction  

Recently, several cities in Indonesia has began to apply the concept of Smart City 
that refers to a concept to improve the quality of people's lives by making use of in-
formation and communication technologies in the management of a city [1]. One 
effort in the management of a city is improving public services. The 2009 Decree 
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number 25 on Public Service states that one of the government’s obligations is to 
serve all citizens and residents so that their basic need is met and their rights are ful-
filled within the framework of public service which is mandated by the 1945 Consti-
tution [2]. 

Improving public services requires active participation of the community since the 
public is the one using public services. In other words, public participation in improv-
ing public services is pivotal. One example of the public participation is public com-
plaints. Public complaint is an indicator how much the public care about qualified 
public services. However, it is undeniable that the media where the public can make a 
complaint has yet been optimum. Very few people know how to make complaint 
related to public service properly. The government has launched website where the 
public can make complaint for example the website of East Java government 
(http://jatimprov.go.id). However, the researcher thought that the method has yet been 
effective for the public to deliver their complaints. In addition, the website has several 
limitations. Before filing their complaints, the public should write down their com-
plaint manually. In conclusion, the recent public complaints management has yet been 
able to cater public need.  

Based on the problems above, the researcher concluded that a facility or media as 
well as some support systems where public can make complaints more effectively is 
needed. The researcher is interested in conducting a study related to E-Complaint 
System based on Geotagging and Geofencing The purpose of the study is to design 
and develop more efficient media (smartphone-based application) where public makes 
complaint. The researcher decides to develop application for smartphone due to the 
number of smartphone users in Indonesia. According to eMarketer, by 2015, there 
were 55 million smartphone users in Indonesia [3]. The users can potentially contrib-
ute in developing the quality of public service. 

One of the methods used in the study was GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor 
available in cellular phones. GPS determine one's position based on signals received 
from the satellite smartphone. In other words, the satellite transmits the signal identi-
fier, position and timestamp of the device [4]. Using GPS, the public can provide 
information such as images and the coordinates where problems related to public 
service take place. Geographic information such as longitude, latitude and altitude can 
be added to the image [5]. The addition of location information in the image is called 
Geotagging [6]. Geotaging can be done by adding information via Exchangeable 
Image File Format (EXIF) of an image. The information is stored in the EXIF header 
[7]. As an addition, adding geographical information can also be done separately via 
webservice. 

Basically, these sensors are widely used by location-based service providers for 
searching for a location to navigation system. However, they are not only limited 
determine location in realtime. GPS also has other feature namely Geofencing. The 
feature is a type of technology for monitoring mobile devices in which the coordinates 
of the location are automatically sent to the control center. Monitoring position on this 
feature uses a set of geographical coordinates that will be used as virtual boundary 
(geofence) [8]. The shape of the virtual boundary is constructed in the form of a poly-
gon that resembles the outer side of a region. Then Raycasting method is used to 
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determine the existence of the coordinates. It will detect these coordinates by estab-
lishing an imaginary horizontal line to determine the lines that intersect with the poly-
gon. 

Before the application is launched, some tests are conducted. They aim at finding 
out whether the method is applicable in the e-complaint system. In the early stages of 
geofencing method, the researcher describes the implementation of the method start-
ing from how to build a polygon to how to determine the existence of a point on the 
polygon. Then the researcher also describes the accuracy of the method using 
Raycasting. In terms of geotagging technique, the researcher explains how to apply 
the more efficient technique geotagging for the e-complaint system. So, both of these 
methods can be applied eventually. The purpose of the study is to determine the de-
sign of the module for E-Complaint system with geotagging and geofencing ap-
proaches. 

2 Literature Review 

Some studies related to these topics have been conducted previously. Bareth, Kup-
per, and Ruppel conducted a study in 2010 that proposed a new concept to distribute 
applications with geofence services [9]. It created a marketplace to acquire or sub-
scribe applications. In general, keyword was needed to find certain application; how-
ever, application can also be found using geofence services. Their study was a proto-
type where the accuracy and use of the application has yet been tested thoroughly. 
Another study was conducted by Suyama and Inoue in 2016. Their study proposed a 
concept to provide information in the form of a notification when the users entered a 
geofence area [10]. The purpose of the notification was to inform the users who en-
tered a disaster-prone area. As the result, it would minimize number of victims. The 
application covered the areas prone to disasters at that time. However, the accuracy of 
the geofence detection was considered quite low. The low accuracy happened because 
the application relied heavily on the internet. When there was not any internet in cer-
tain area, the application could not be used effectively and as the consequence influ-
enced how accurate the information the application gave. 

Sen conducted another research in 2014 [11]. The study used crowdsource as the 
primary method of traffic management application. The application called Rastey-
Rishtey collected and shared GPS traces from the public about traffic condition. GPS 
traces left by the users were analyzed and turned into information about traffic condi-
tions. The study only utilized geotagging technique to share the trail of coordinates. 

Indonesia basically has had e-complaint system. Jakarta has application called 
Qlue for handling complaints from the community. The public can make complaint 
from their smartphones. They can also provide information such as images and text 
descriptions related to the complaint they make. In addition, geotagging features have 
also been incorporated in Qlue. The society can just download the application from 
app stores. However, anyone, including those does not live in Jakarta, can download 
the application. As the effect, the issues related to public service may happen in the 
areas other than Jakarta. Thus, a feature that can determine the coordinates of com-
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plaints and detect whether the location of the complaint is within or outside particular 
area of authorization is needed. 

In addition, Qlue can only be accessed by users registered in the system. Unregis-
tered users cannot find out about complaints the registered users make. The researcher 
considers limited access to visualization as a problem more particularly for regions 
with low response to public complaints. Thus, visualization that can be accessed by 
both e-complaint system users and non-users is of necessity. In the study, the re-
searcher took advantage of GPS sensor for geotagging and geofencing techniques in 
e-complaint system and crowdsource as the method to collect data (public com-
plaints). The system uploads the complaint and displays it in web visualization that 
that can be accessed by both users and non-users of the system. The researcher will 
also determine the accuracy of geotagging and geofencing techniques before being 
applied in this system. 

2.1 E-Complaint 

Complaint has different meanings in each field. According to the Business Dic-
tionary [12], complaint is a statement filed by the complainant to another party as 
respondent. The statement was based on the recovery of assets such as money or 
property. When viewed from the standpoint of communication, the complaint is an 
active communication that could lead into an "interaction." The core of any complaint 
is to improve the user dissatisfaction into satisfaction. In addition, the government or 
any system needs feedback from the community to find out the shortcoming of a 
system [13]. Feedback from the public is regarded as complaints and suggestions, 
which can be considered to improve services. Then, it becomes an obligation to man-
age the complaint as appropriate. Currently the system to manage complaint from the 
public is still considered as conventional one. The conventional complaint process or 
one currently works recently is [13]: 

1. Submit complaint directly to the complaints department. 
2. Submit complaint to the specific organization in a government agency which is 

usually called Complain Handling Department. 

The researcher considered the process ineffective. In addition, these activities re-
quire too much time. A complaint handling system with the integration of technology 
is relevance because it works more effectively and saves time. 

2.2 Geotagging 

Geotagging refers to process of adding information such as geospatial data in the 
metadata of a media be it a photograph or video. The geospatial information added is 
in the form of longitude and latitude [14]. The purpose of the process is so that the 
object (media) can be positioned exactly to the coordinates on a map [15]. There are 
several methods to add geospatial information, namely: 
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• Insertion of information via EXIF Exchangeable Image File Format (EXIF) is a 
specification for images with image formats such as JPEG and TIFF [7]. EXIF 
contains some information such as camera settings, the environment where a pic-
ture is taken, the picture itself as well as copyright information and geographical 
information [6]. Other geographical information such as longitude, latitude and al-
titude can also be added to the image file [5]. The information is stored in the EXIF 
header [7]. 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of EXIF (adapted on [7]) 

• Insertion of information via webservice. At this stage, information/ data such as 
longitude and latitude is not inserted in the EXIF format. Instead, information 
about location information is requested by posting the information on the web-
service. Then, the pictures and information are uploaded separately into image 
available in the server. 

 
Fig. 2. Adding the information using Web service 

2.3 Geofencing 

Geofencing is a technique that is frequently used for location-based systems re-
cently. In certain problems, Geofencing technology is used for monitoring moving 
objects by using the GPS sensor. In monitoring an object, geofencing works by build-
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ing a geographic area that is surrounded by a virtual fence (geofence). A set of geo-
graphic coordinates are used to form a virtual fence (geofence) about the geographical 
area [8]. Various techniques of Geofencing have been developed to meet different 
needs, such as Geofence area [8]. The shape of Geofenced area can be a simple as a 
geometric square or more complex shapes such as polygons. 

 
Fig. 3. Geofenced area (adapted on [8]) 

Polygon can represent one into a two-dimension form. It is used to represent build-
ings, farms, and local district administration [16]. Using polygon, one can get infor-
mation about the whole shape of an area. 

• Creating a polygon on a digital map: Making the polygon as a virtual fence on a 
digital map can be done by collecting the coordinates as a point. When a set of 
point coordinates has been collected and arranged in a certain order, it will create 
polygon feature. In creating polygon area, the first and the last coordinates should 
be the same. The remaining coordinates should be unique or different from one an-
other [16]. 

 
Fig. 4. Polygon Area (adapted on [12]) 
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• Determining the position of the point using Raycasting:  

 
Fig. 5. Raycasting method (adapted on [17]) 

Raycasting method is a method for determining whether user is inside or outside 
polygon area. Before determining the user’s position, the user inputs some data name-
ly coordinates detected in geotagging process. Result from the previous geotagging 
process is then detected to determine whether the user is inside or outside the polygon 
area. The coordinates are detected by drawing imaginary horizontal line to determine 
the lines that intersect with the polygon. The purpose of the establishment of the im-
aginary lines is to find out how many sides of a polygon parallel to testing coordi-
nates. For the coordinates inside the polygon area, the number of lines that intersect 
with the imaginary lines forms odd number. At the opposite, when the coordinates are 
located outside the polygon area, the number of lines that intersect with the imaginary 
lines forms even number [17]. 

3 Proposed Model 

Figure 6 describes the architecture of the system in general. In the early stages, us-
ers took pictures and added geographical information about the pictures using 
geotagging method. In the geotagging technique, the researchers would select the 
most suitable social crowdsource-based e-complaint system for mobile devices. The 
geotagging technique used was geotagging through EXIF of an image and geotagging 
via webservice. In the result of the experiment section, the researcher discussed which 
method used in this system extensively. After selecting the most suitable geotagging 
technique, the next step was to analyze where coordinates are located. Geofencing 
method described previously is used in the process. The method used in this stage was 
Raycasting. The system was able to determine whether the coordinates were inside or 
outside geofence areas. When the coordinates were outside geofence area, the images 
the users uploaded could not be displayed on the digital map of the entire upload. 
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the System 

Once the previous stage had been completed, the following step as the major focus 
of our future research is develop e-complaint system. Besides that, the system use 
crowdsource technique to collect complaints from the society. Then upload the com-
plaint information into the server. When the complaint had been stored into the server, 
the information would be posted on the users’ social media. The users would share the 
content on their social media. The purpose of content sharing/ complaint sharing was 
other social media users who were not the members of the e-complaint system may be 
aware of the complaint. It was expected that the content/ complaint would be viral on 
social media once it was uploaded. In addition, the benefit of sharing content via 
social media was faster response from the government. In addition to sharing content 
on social media, all complaint the users would be displayed on a digital map accessi-
ble for anyone. The image related to the complaint would be positioned according to 
the coordinates on the digital map. It was expected that the government would find 
the specific location where the complaint was made. 
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4 Implementation  

4.1 Creating Polygons  

Several steps should be conducted to apply geofencing method. The first stage was 
to create virtual boundary as the barriers of an area. There are several types of virtual 
boundary. The shape of the virtual boundary relied upon which technique used. Some 
geofencing techniques such as proximity to a point of interest, route adherence, and 
route and schedule adherence requires a circle as the shape of the virtual boundary 
[8]. On the other hand, the technique of Geofenced requires polygon as the shape. 

Figure 7 described the process of making a polygon on the system. The first stage 
was to determine the coordinates to form a polygon. These coordinates are determined 
from the outer limits of a region. In the system, the boundaries of a city were used as 
the coordinates to form the polygon as geofence area. The coordinates were stored in 
an ArrayList (point). 

!"#$#%&#'#"()*++,-#"%$./)$+)*,.%$.)
0+&1(+")+")

)ArrayList<Point>

2%&#-%$#"()"345.,)+6)$7.)*++,-#"%$./
(vertexes.size() < 3)

8,.%$#"()9+&1(+")51)*+"".*$#"().%*7)
0+#"$

)sides.add(Line)
 

Fig. 7. Creating Polygon 

The following stage was validating the number of coordinates stored in the Ar-
rayList. When the total number of the coordinates was than 3, one could not form a 
polygon. However, when the total number of the coordinates was more than 3, one 
could proceed to the following stages. The third stage was to connect each of the 
coordinates based on the index in the Arraylist. By connecting each of the coordi-
nates, the polygon as virtual boundary of certain geofence area was formed. 

4.2 Determining Pointer Position using Raycasting Method  

After successfully building a virtual boundary in the form of a polygon as the 
geofence area, the following stage was to determine the position of a point. It decided 
whether the point was located inside or outside the geofence area that had been estab-
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lished earlier. In order to do that, Raycasting method was used. In general, the method 
drew a line to determine the position of the point against the virtual boundary line. 
The process was described in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. Raycasting method 

The first stage to determine the location of the point was to determine xmin, xmax, 
ymin, and ymax of the coordinates that formed the polygon. The xmin, xmax, ymin, 
and ymax were used to determine outside point. The outside this point is a coordinates 
that later would be used to draw line from current point to the outside point. As what 
had been explained previously, Raycasting drew line from a point to later find out 
whether the line met the virtual boundary line of the polygon. 

Having determined the outside point, the next stage is to make a straight line from 
the current point towards the outside point. The line was a reference to show the vir-
tual boundary of the geofence area. Once the line had been created, the system would 
check whether the line met each of the lines that formed a polygon. Then, the number 
of intersected lines was counted. When it was an odd number, then the point could be 
detected in the geofence area. However, when the result was even number, the point 
was located outside the geofence area. 

4.3 Geotagging method  

The geotagging method analyzed in the study was one using EXIF and webservice. 
Both of them were analyzed to find out which was the suitable one for the system. 
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• Addition using EXIF. Figure 9 described how the method worked. It started by 
reading the EXIF of an image using available function/ feature. After getting lati-
tude and longitude of the EXIF images, the final stage was to add them to the data-
base. 

!"#$%&'"%()*+%,-%#%./0&12"
!"#$%"&'#(

3"&%4,0#&/,5%

64#&4,578
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Fig. 9. Geotagging by EXIF 

• Addition using webservice. To add information using webservice there were some 
additional process to do. The previous method of adding information was conduct-
ed only by reading the EXIF file to find out the coordinates; webservice was dif-
ferent from EXIF.  
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Fig. 10. Geotagging by webservice 
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To add information about the coordinates of a location, the system should delete 
the EXIF file of a picture. It happened because each picture taken using digital camera 
had its own EXIF file. One should make another effort to get rid of the EXIF file of 
the pictures. Figure 10 described the entire process of adding information using web-
service. The reasons why deleting EXIF file was necessary were described in the 
following section. 

5 Experiment Result 

5.1 Raycasting Method Accuracy for Geofencing  

The testing scenario was accuracy testing. It was conducted to describe the accura-
cy of Raycasting method. The testing was conducted to 50 random points. Raycasting 
was then used to find out where the points were. Raycasting had 94% of accuracy. 
Raycasting could not detect where a point was when it was located on the border of a 
polygon area. In addition, another factor that influenced the accuracy of Raycasting 
method was how detail it was in describing points that created a virtual boundary. 
During the testing, Raycasting considered some coordinates located inside geofence 
area as areas outside the geofence. These were not the shortcoming of Raycasting but 
they would affect how accurate the system was. Table 1 showed 10 samples used in 
the testing. Out of 50 testing points, there were 3 times when Raycasting gave inaccu-
rate result.  
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Fig. 11. Percentage of raycasting test 
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Fig. 12. Raycasting Test 

Generally, Raycasting was the suitable method to use in geofencing application on 
mobile devices. It was accurate, easy to use and delivered result in short time. 

Table 1.  Sample of Accuracy Testing 
No Coordinate T/F Status 

Lat Long 
1 -7.9682155891 112.6547470316 True inside the geofence area 
2 -7.9520383258 112.6608725646 True outside the geofence area 
3 -7.9528754855 112.6133652403 True inside the geofence area 
4 -7.9247377478 112.6341755642 True inside the geofence area 
5 -7.9127845618 112.6514345034 True outside the geofence area 
6 -7.9091243169 112.6777801662 True outside the geofence area 
7 -7.9466162091 112.6445928588 True inside the geofence area 
8 -7.9709287 112.6027745 False outside the geofence area 
9 -7.9137452793 112.6247901096 False inside the geofence area 

10 -7.9116591279 112.6280714571 False outside the geofence area 
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5.2 Determine the effectiveness of Geotagging Method 

The second scenario was to find out how effective the geotagging techniques were. 
There were two techniques of adding information namely EXIF and web service. The 
researcher would compare processing time and size of data once additional infor-
mation (longitude and latitude) had been added to certain pictures using the two tech-
niques in order to select which one is the most appropriate technique. 

During the test, the pictures were taken using Redmi 2 Prime cellular phone with 8 
MPs camera. Geotagging was used to describe the effectiveness of each of the two 
methods. The results were described in Table 2. 

Based on table 2, in terms of the size of data, webservice produced image with 
smaller size of data. In order to add EXIF information to an image, one should have 
12.8 KB of data. On the other hand, webservice only required 40 bytes to add infor-
mation about location. 

Table 2.  Sample of Geotagging test 

No Image 
With EXIF 

Without EXIF 
Original Size EXIF size 

1 Test_1_Low.jpg 553716 byte 11718 byte 541998 byte 
2 Test_1_Standar.jpg 912228 byte 12344 byte 899884 byte 
3 Test_1_High.jpg 1876310 byte 11361 byte 1864949 byte 
4 Test_2_Low.jpg 1442369 byte 21099 byte 1421270 byte 
5 Test_2_Standar.jpg 2551069 byte 23453 byte 2527616 byte 
6 Test_2_High.jpg 4717692 byte 22442 byte 4695250 byte 
7 Test_3_Low.jpg 563649 byte 8886 byte 554763 byte 
8 Test_3_Standar.jpg 1078441 byte 8693 byte 1069748 byte 
9 Test_3_High.jpg 2356320 byte 8795 byte 2347525 byte 

10 Test_4_Low.jpg 644862 byte 13715 byte 631147 byte 
11 Test_4_Standar.jpg 1065610 byte 13193 byte 1052417 byte 
12 Test_4_High.jpg 2553873 byte 13170 byte 2540703 byte 
13 Test_5_Low.jpg 606324 byte 5744 byte 600580 byte 
14 Test_5_Standar.jpg 1498214 byte 9471 byte 1488743 byte 
15 Test_5_High.jpg 2731486 byte 7993 byte 2723493 byte 

Rata-Rata 12805.13 byte  

 
However, another problem appeared when one wanted to build an application on a 

mobile device or smartphone. Digital camera embedded on the smartphone would 
automatically add information about camera settings and location/ coordinates to the 
EXIF of each image. When the researcher insisted on using webservice for geotag-
ging, new problems would appear. In order to use webservice for geotagging on mo-
bile devices, the system would require two additional processes. The first process was 
to remove the EXIF file from the picture and the second was taking existing coordi-
nates, add them to an image and upload it to the server. 
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The two additional steps above required more time. All mobile device users de-
mand good responsiveness. Webservice for geotagging would take more time and 
therefore, it would not be able to meet the user’s demand. As the result, EXIF was 
considered the more suitable method for smartphone-based applications, even though 
in terms of data size, webservice for geotagging was more effective than EXIF. 

 
Fig. 13. Geotagging Test 

6 Conclusion  

Based on the tests, it can be concluded that Raycasting is an appropriate geofenc-
ing method for crowdsource-based e-complaint system. The accuracy rate was 94% 
based on the test to 50 random points. Raycasting has pretty short processing time that 
generates better responsiveness. As an addition, it is pretty accurate and therefore, 
suitable for the system. 

The second phase is to test which method applicable for geotagging, the EXIF of 
an image or webservice. The finding is that webservice requires smaller amount of 
data. EXIF requires 13 Kb to store information about location and camera settings 
while webservice only requires 40 bytes to store information about location/ coordi-
nates. 

Even though the difference is significant, it is difficult to apply webservice for ge-
otagging. Using webservice for geotagging will take longer processing time because 
one should delete the EXIF information attached to the images and add the coordi-
nates. In conclusion, EXIF is considered the more suitable method for geotagging of 
the e-complaint system. 
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